1) **TANGLED LEASHES** and those wrapped around the wrist can cause serious injury to the wrist, hand and/or fingers.

2) **The HANDLING AND LENGTH** of these leashes does not allow choice to most of the dogs pictured. **PROXIMITY MATTERS!** A little space can go a long way!

3) **TOO MANY DOGS FOR ONE WALKER!** 1 (walker) - 4 (dogs) ratio is recommended for **KNOWLEDGABLE AND EXPERIENCED** dog walkers.

4) **COMMUNICATION HAPPENS** on both ends of the leash. Without clear communication, you can produce fear and uncertainty.

5) If you work with dogs, you should **BE BILINGUAL**. Dogs speak primarily with their bodies and are often misunderstood. It is our job as professionals to keep them safe and comfortable while in our care. We should understand what they are communicating to us as we help them successfully navigate our world. We are the experts, after all.

www.trailblazingtails.com